Colby's Asian art on display.See page 6.

Civil right s leader ad dresses Colby
consdousnessyearelaterwerethethingswhich
BY KOL HARVEY
at the time you had to do just to get by." He
Staff Writer
:
*—
;
downplayed Weisbrot's comparison to Ralph
Speaking to a group of approximately 80 Bunche, stressing that he lacked the scholarly
students and community membersin the Page and intellectualmanner through which Bunche
Commons Room Sunday night Andrew achieved his successes.
Young outlined the struggle Bunche faced
Young, former U.S. Ambassador to the United
growing up, including an
Nations, mayor of Atlanta
and three-term Congress"All the symbols of alcoholic father, the early
death of his mother and a
man, focused on Ralph J.
the
poor
today
were
poor extended family. "All
Bunche's life and his influpresent for Ralph
the symbols of the poor toence in world politics.
day were present for Ralph
In the first event of this
Bunche, but he
Bunche, but he overcame
year's Ralph J. Bunche symovercame
them.
"
them," said Young.
posium Young included ref-Andrew Young
Young offered insight to
erences to the war in Bosnia,
his success at the United
pastefforts todecolonize AfNations
by
telling
of his third grade experirican nations, affirmative action, the Civil
Ri ghts movement of the 1960s and the role of ences when he "had to learn that you could not
wait until the bully picked on you...[but] if you
the United States in the United Nations.
Associate Dean for Intercultural Affairs took the initiative to start the conversation you
Jeri Roseboro's welcome was followed by Pro- could get more done. Diplomacy gives people
fessor and Chair of History Robert Weisbrot's reasons and ways not to fight... and everyone
introduction of Young. Weisbrot stressed the becomes a winner."
Addressing current world problems, insimilarities between Bunche and Young, including how they "both taught in tough times cluding those of the former Yugoslavia,Young
for African Americans and... showedhow cour- emphasized the need for an "economic order
age can overcome fear and mistrust."He went that would give everybody...a chance at ecoon to mention Young's role in the U.N., where nomic prosperity." He later acknowledged
he "risked his career for peace"between Israel that "the U.N. is made up of people, and
people do selfish, stupid things. The only way
and the Palestine Liberation Organization.
Referring to his achievements,Young,who to make the U.N. work is to prevent [situations
came to speak at Colby on his own initiative, such as] the Bosnia war from happening."
Reflecting on racial problems, Young repointed that "things that seem like acts of

Echo photo by Gretchen Rice
AndrewYoung, co-chairman ofthe Atlanta Olympics Committee and civil
rights activist, sp eaks at the Ralph Bunche Symp osium Sunday night
called his fear of driving through Georgia and audience asked Young for his views on the
feeling that "a rathad more rights than [blacks] U.S. role in the U.N., the U.S. stand on Cuba,
did." Since then Young has served as a Con- the 1996 Olympics and racism in Maine.
Reaction to the speech was mostly posigressman from Georgia and mayor of Attive. "I found Mr. Young very inspirational
lanta.
In a brief question-and-answer period the see YOUNG on page 5

Colby, Bates, Bowdoin Former Democratic candidate
receive j oint lan gua ge Richa rd Gep hardt to visit Colby
BY KOL HARVEY
develo pment grant
Staf f Writer

BY CARMEN SPEAR
Contributing Writ er

Colby, Bates and Bowdoin are
often seen as rivals,but now theay
are being offered a unique chance
to work together.
Last June, the Andrew W.
Mellon Foundation of New York
awarded a joint grant of $910,000
to the three colleges to be used
towards the improvement of the
foreign language programs ateach
school , according to Linda
Goldstein, director of corporate
and foundation relations in
Colb y 's Development Office.
These funds will be used to
purchase new technology and
upgrade the language resource
centers , eventually producing
similar facilities at each of the three
colleges, according to Suellen
Oiaconoff,associateprofessor and
chair of French.
Plans at Colby include upgrading the current audio center to a
multimedia lab with 20 workstations where students can study

and professors can occasionally
hold class. Such facilities would
allow Colby, Bates and Bowdoin
students to put themselves on line
with each other, access information from the World Wide Web,
such as sound bytes in the different languages, and scan all sorts
of visual images on the computer,
according to Diaconoff.
Plans for these new facilities
brought enthusiasm from Colby
language professors. "Of course
technology will never replace
teachers, but it will enhance the
teaching," said Jorge Olivares,
professor and chair of Spanish.
"[Students] will be more willing
to do their homework on the computer because it's more fun."
To assist professors with this
new technology, the threeschools
will hire a three-person technical
support staff to serve as a revolving team between the colleges,
according to Goldstein. This staff
will be led by a Director of Foreign Language Technology, who
will be responsible for setting up
see CBB on p age 5

While the Republican presidential hopefuls begin to descend on
New Hampshire in preparation for
the 1996 presidential primary, one
former Democratic presidentialcandidate will be making his way to
Colby.
Missouri's third district representative, Richard Gephardt , p lans
to visit the college on October 28.
The Colby Democrats, led by
Emmett Beliveau '99, will be in
charge of the representative s visit
once he is on campus.
Kevin Mattson, Executive Director of the Maine Democratic Party,
said on Thursday that Gephardt's
appearance at Colby wa s "99.9%
certain." Gephard t, an 18-year veteran of the U.S. House of Representatives, is currently serving as the
House minority leader and is coming to Maine to support Congressman John Baldacci. The Colby
Democrats, and specificall y
Beliveau, were responsible for getting Gephardt to the College.
According
to
Belivea u ,
"Gephardt willbe speaking at a rally
to save student aid... in the Page

Commons Room of the Student
Union. At this time,we are unsure if
Gephardt's schedule will allow him
to take questions from students."
Baldacci, Maine's second district
representative, will join Gephardt

"[We are ]
confident that this
will be the premier
event."
-Emmitt Beliveau '99
at the rally. The visit falls in the
middle of Parents Weekend, and
Beliveau is "confident that this will
be the premier event."
Gephardt and Baldacci will
spend the day visiting with several
interest groups and promoting
Baldacci's campaign. They are expected to arrive at Colby around 5
p.m.LaterGep hardtwillbe the keynote speaker at the Maine Democratic Party's annual Jefferson-Jackson fundraising dinner at the Manor
in Waterville. Former Senators Ed
Muskie and George Mitchell , a
Waterville native and chair of the
dinner, will both be present.
"[We chose] Waterville because

it is one of the largest Democratic
communities in the state"explained
Mattson. He added that "Ed Muskie
basically created the Democratic
Party in the state" and has maintained his high popularity.
Colby College is no stranger to
high-ranking politicians. Professor
of and Chair of Government Sandy
Maisel recalls that in addition to
frequent speeches by Mitchell,Paul
Simon and Gerry Brown both spoke
at Colby during their attempts at
the '92 presidential nomination, as
did Hillary Clinton when her husband was a candidate.
Professor of Government Cal
Mackenzie pointed out that "our
commencementspeakers in the past
three years have included Bob Dole
and George Bush."
President William Cotter, who
learned of the visit late last week,
said he "applauds the efforts of [the
Colby Democrats] for working it all
out. Both [political] clubs bring in
great candidates during the campaign years as well."
Gephardt is currently sponsoring bills to combat domestic terrorism and to provide tax relief to the
middle class. Both bills have been
referred to House committees.Q

Former Sierra Club director
and author to speak at Colby

David Brower,former director ofthe Siena Club,will speak at Colby on
October5.In hislecture,titled "CPRfor the Earth," Brower will discuss how
global environmental problems can be solved through conservation,
protection and restoration. Under Brewer'sleadership from 1952 to 1969,
the Sierra Club effectively stopped the Grand Canyon from being flooded
by a hy droelectricproject and helped establish National Parks,wilderness
and World Heritage areas. Followinghis17years at theSierra Club,Brower
led the environmental movementbeyond the realm of land protection into
concerns about population growth, nuclear energy and nuclear disarmamentby founding the Friends of the Earth and the League of Conservation
Voters. Brower co-authored "LettheMountains Talkand theRiversRun "with
Steve Chappie. His two-volume autobiography is titled "For Earth 's Sake:
The Lifeand Times of DavidBrozver" and "Work in Progress."(AB)

NOW addresses referendum

National Organization of Women (NOW) Vice-president Rosemary
Dempsey will speak at Colby on Wednesday, October 11. Dempsey will
address the upcoming Maine state referendum designed to restrict the
classifications for groups protected under Maine's human rights laws. Selfdescribed as a "tireless fi ghter for women's rights, lesbian rights and civil
rights," Dempsey helped organize 'Tight the Right" campaigns in Oregon
andColoradobeforejoiningthefightagainstMaine'sNoveniberrefeiendiX-^
The event is sponsored by The Bridge,with support from the Women's
Studies program and the Student Association (Stu-A). Dempsey will conduct a workshop from 6-8p.m.in the Student Union,followed by a lecture
in the Lorimer Chapel from &-9 p.m. For information or to register for the
workshop call Allen LaPan x3341.(AG)

Quebec representative

to speak

Colby 's French Department will sponsor a discussion with Quebec's
provincial government representative, Anne Legare, on Monday, October 16. Legare will speak about Quebec's October 30 referendum on its
independence from Canada. As Quebec's New England representative,
Legare will inform residents of states bordering Quebec about the
referendum and the implications of a positive vote for independence.
"The vote has tremendous potential impact on the Maine and New
England economies," said Jane Moss, professor of French and current
president of the American Council for Quebec Studies.
The discussion,which will be in English,will take place in the Robins
Room,locatedin Roberts Union, at 4:30 p.m. It is open to the public at no
charge. For more information on the event, contact Moss at x3151.(AG)

Correction
In the Sept 28 article "Colb y Democrats Kick Off Strong/ 'Phil
Merrill was identified as Phil Ma rrow. Merrill is a Colby graduate
and lives in Hallowell , Maine.
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Colby Republicans seek
local political involvement
BY RENEE LAJEUNESSE
Contributing Writer

The Colby Republicans will remain active both on- and off-campus this year. Over 35 students attended the club's first meeting on
Sept 21.
"I was encouraged with the continuation and support," said Colby
RepublicansPresident JasonPhillips
'96Under the leadership of Phillips,
Vice President Corley Hughes '98
and Publicity Director Marc
Fairbrother '97,the group has many
goals for the upcoming year.
According to Phillips, one goal
is "to bring national awareness of
issues to campus." Such issues include student aid cuts,national politicians and their views and present
controversies,such as Maine's Question One. However, the group will
not endorse specific candidates or

take a stand on issues.
"It's important for individuals
to make up their own minds," said
Phillips.
Another primary goal of the
Colby Republicans is "to become
more involved with local politics,"
of which they are already off to an
"impressive start," according to
Phillips.
On September 28, some members attended the Waterville Republican Caucus, becoming the first
Colby students to do so in about
eight years.
Two Colby students are running
for positions in Ward Three of
Waterville. Michael Goode '96 is
running for warden and James
Champley '99 is hoping to become
ward clerk.
"It was a nice show of support
for the Republican Party from Colby
students," said Majel Martin '99,
who attended the caucus. "I got the

impression that Republicans in
Waterville aren't very vocal, but
they're very consistent and dedicated."
Another goal of the group is "to
continue the tradition of having
speakers come to the campus,"said
Phillips.Last year,Colby was fortunate enough to have Representative
James Longley speak.
The club also plans to continue
doing servicefor the communitysuch
as the Charity Ball it sponsored last
year to benefit the Red Cross. .
"The Colby Republicans will
survive on only one thing, membership," said Fairbrother. According
to Fairbrother, anyone interested in
becoming involved with Republican politics, bringing awareness to
the campus, getting politically involved with the community, or expressing thoughts and concerns
should consider becoming involved
with the Colby Republicans-^

Club f unding bri ngs mixed reactions
BY EMILY LAPPEN

Cont ributi ng Writ er .

With individual club bud gets
now set, there are mixed responses
about the amount of money each
received for the school year.
According to Director of Student
Activities Ben Jorgenson , " the bulk
ofthe money for club funding comes
from the college, in t he a rea of
$2,000."Jorgen sonsaidStu-Ads also
con t r ibu t es some of t he money
ea rned t hr ough providing campu s
adver t ising for local businesses .
Ther e is a grea t deal of time and
considera ti on used in deciding how
much money each club will be allott ed for the school year. This year
t here were 40 clubs which rece ived
funds rang ing from $200 to $17,000.
" Each club pu t s in a reques t at
the end of t he year wh ich is eit her
met or a portion of it is granted ,"
said Br ia n Golden '97, Stu-A treasurer.
The Newman Council is unclear
abou t the decision mak ing process
[r egardin g club fund ing] accordin g
to Father John Marquis , the club' s
facul ty advisor and Catholic chaplain. A few years ago the religious
clubs 'b udget swere equalized. Now

there is a disparity between the "compared to what we need.
"This year we had $450 allotted
three.
According to Golden the money to us," said Chandler. "The reason
is divided among clubs based on why we d idn 't get enoug h money
their bud get from the previous year, was because we didn 't have much
wha t they have plann ed for the up- to show. We had a small membership in the past years. Now we have
of interest and [the photogra"There are only V aphloty club
is] getting put back tonumber of funds *
gether and it's hard to get the
money."
Our job is to find
Accord ing t o G olden , "Th e
where the money
photo club's bud get was so big—willbe best used. " it's been an inactive club in the past.
They hav en't proved themselves
-Stu-A Tr easurer
ye
t ." Gold en sa id, "there are only
Brian Golden '97
V number of funds. Our job is to
find where t he money will be best
coming year , and how active they used. "
" Wha t we are looking for is a
have been in t he pas t .
s
t
art
ing po int and $450 isn't cutting
"There is some considera ti on
given t o clubs t ha t hav e been her e it," according to Chandler.
O t her clubs , such as the Ou ti ng
for awhile [and have] a good track
Club , were pleas ed wi t h the ir club
record /' said J orgenson.
The pres iden t of t he Colb y pho- fund ing allotment. "We were
tograp hy club , Scott Chandler '97, happy wi t h our bud get . We have
was d issa t isifed wit h their bud get. enough to do wha t we want to do.
"We put in a bud get propos a l to We a re one of t he bigges t clubs on
Student Activities. We put in a letter campus and we are ac t ive all t he
describing who we are , a plan for a time. We have so much to do," said
new darkroom , a list of 75 inter- Linsay Cochran '97, president.
According to, Golden , "the
ested photograp hers , and a list of
is given out on a case-bymoney
cap it al expendi t ures. " Chand ler
asked for $2,000, a small amount case basis." ?

an ear to Cmv§\-students

•Congressplan s curb on
immigration ,,alien employment

BY CASSIE DONN
Feature Editor

Through individual counseling and group support,
Colby'smental health facilities are expanding, enabling
more students to find help on campus.
"We're open to trying to meet any need that people
comeforward with,"said Patricia Hopperstead,director of counseling services. Psychological counselors
Jan Munroe and June Thornten-Marsh also meet with
students.
Support groups for people with eating disorders,
gay and lesbians, people dealing with bereavement, as
well as survivors of incest and other sexual abuses have
been formed in the past.
"Groups tend to be more successful if a few students express an interest and we open it up and try to
find more [students], rather than if we just say 'we're
offering this group.' Our experience has been that
people just don't come," said Hopperstead.
According to Hopperstead, the groups' average
attendances are very small. She said one reason is that
"students are ju stbusy"and others are reluctant due to
privacy concerns on a small campus. Hopperstead said
that students attend a number of support groups offcampus.
Colby provides individual counseling at no cost to
students."I am happy to see that plenty of people come
individually," said Hopperstead. "It's important for
people to have a place where they feel safe and confidential to talk about issues and concerns."
"A lot of people use this [service] to talk out their
problems and to get a sense of perspective about them
and to think about what their choices are," said
Hopperstead. "Talking can be a very healing thing —
just saying out loud what 's on your mind. You feel
better for having been heard and validated that what
you're feeling makes sense and that it's OK to feel that
way."
According to Hopperstead, "the numbers [of participants] have stayed pretty steady." Around onetenth to one-twelfth of Colby students visit the counseling department a year. A lot are one-visit encounters,
but some students come weekly all year,sometimes for
many years of their college career, said Hopperstead.
Students are more likely to make three to five visits.
"It's not easy to do — to come in and talk with a
stranger about personal experiences in your life," said
Hopperstead. "For some it's comfortable,for others its
fri ghtening. There is a fear for the unfamiliar."
Father John Marquis, the Catholic chaplain, meets
with students as well. "I am a separate entity [from the
counseling department]. We do refer people to each
other. I talk with students who need help clarifying
what's going on." Jewish chaplain Rabbi Raymond
Krinsky and Protestant chaplain Reverend Ronald
Morrell, are also available to meet with students.
Marquis'approach to counseling is to help students
hnd meaning. "Students who come for counseling
know what's going on and they have to find meaning.
I try to approach counseling in this perspective —
values engaged to find meaning. By virtue of who I am
those spiritual aspects will be brought in."

Congress isconsidering the most restrictive changes in the country's
immigration laws in 71years. Bills currently in the House and Senate
would crack down on illegalimmigration and end what has been a 30year-old policy of welcominglegal immigrants. Among the provisions
are: 1) slashing the number of people allowed to immigrate legally to
a maximum of 535,000 a year, down from the present average of about
800,000;2) sharply increasing the financial requirements for an American citizen to sponsor an immigrant;3) Establishing a national registry
of Social Security numbers and alien registration numbers,and require
companies to use it to verify the legal status of job applicants; 4)
Eliminating somecategories of immigrantspossessing automatic entry
into the U.S., such as brothers and sisters of legal residents and children
over the age of 21.

• Suits seek reversal of
school busin g desegr ation

Echo p- hoto by Stephanie Crawford
Patti Hopperstead , director of counseling
services at Colby.
"What I like about my situation is that I'm not
locked into my office. I meet with students in the Spa,
at a game or at lunch," said Marquis. "It's a different
kind of accessibility."
Alden Kent,physician assistant and substance abuse
counselor, meets with students to discuss alcohol-related problems. "I see people individually. I'm not
lecturing them, or here to make them feel like a fool. I
ask them straightforward questions about their relationship with alcohol."
Kent is impressed by the number of self-referrals.
"What has impressed me is the number of students
who come to me on their own; to me that's the important work I do."
However, there remains a stigma attached to going
to counseling. "It's true of our whole society that people
are uncomfortable with going for help with emotional
problems,"said Hopperstead. "Sometimespeoplethink
they should be strong enough to handle everything
that happens to them by themselves, whereas they
wouldn't hesitate to go see a doctor if they had a
physical problem. If they're in pain emotionally it's
often hard for people to give themselves permission to
seek some help."
"There should be no stigma. It's normal if you're
confused. It's a healthy sign to recognize that something isn't right. Peoplejustneed to talk things out with
an object ive person," said Marquis.
According to Hopperstead, the counseling department makes an effort to give students privacy. The
appointment times are staggered and there is a separate waiting room. One of the counselors is on call 24
hours. "The counseling at Colby is really superior,"
said Kent. "I hope students realize what an advantage
they have having these services."Q
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•Volcano eru pts in New Zealand

On Tuesday, September 26, the 9,000 ft. Mount Ruapehu, located
midway between Auckland and Wellington, New Zealand, erupted,
belching ash, steam and car-sized boulders into the sky. Falling ash
settling on power lines, causing power surges throughout the North
Island. Air travel was halted due to ash falling on the runways, and
train lines near the mountain were shut down. Eruptions from the
Crater Lake area occurred every two to three minutes, and scientists
said a major eruption may be near.

•Colombia stru ggles to
contain deadl y epid emic

Colombian health officials are struggling to contain the spread of a
deadly virus that has killed at least eight people and infected more than
5,000. The virus first appeared in the town of Manaure, 375 miles
northwest of Bogota, two weeks ago. Colombian officials sought the
help of U.S. epidemiologists and health officials in neighboring Venezuela to identify the virus and prevent its spread.
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After intense negotiations, the foreign ministers of Bosnia, Croatia
and Serb-dominated Yugoslavia took another significant step toward
peaceand endorsed a two-page statementagreeing on the structure of
a possible unified government for Bosnia. The agreement calls for a
group Presidency, a Parliament and a Constitutional Court in which
the Bosnian government and its Bosnian Croat allies will share power
with a newly created Serb republic. However, questions remain regarding the full powers of a national government presiding over two
sub-states,how such a government would actually function and what
the future status of Sarajevo and the Serbs who live in its suburbs will
be. A cease fire was not agreed on, and fighting continues in Bosnia.
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•Enemies in Bosnia devise
governin g str ucture

Compiled by J ennif er O'Neill f r om reports in the New York Times

215A College Ave. Waterville, ME 04901

*We deliver Kegs*
*Please have I.D.'s ready*
*We welcome returnables*

More than two decades after the high tide of court-ordered school
desegregation, critics of school busing around the United States are
mountingrenewed campaigns to end Federal desegregation initiatives
as well as the busing plans that come with them. Critics of busing see
the movement as an assault on outmoded desegregation and busing
plans that have existed for years with minimal public support in failing
school districts. Proponents of existing desegregation plans see it as a
retreat from the nation's goal of equal opportunity that could have
grim consequences for race relations.
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Amherst College
Amherst, Mass.
Amherst College provided its incoming freshman class with the
opportunity to participate in one of five pre-orientation trips this year,
and had 49 more participants than last year. The Amherst Student
reported the trips were expanded after a trustee "donated thousands of
dollars to the Outing Club in the interests of providing an enriching
experience for incoming freshman." In total, 168 members of the class
of '99 participated. Next year, Amherst hopes to be able to offer this
program for "almost half of all freshmen."
University of Rhode Island
Providence, R.I.
According to the Boston Globe, a recent ban on alcohol issued by
University of Rhode Island President Robert Carothers restricts alcohol
to 21year-old students, who, on campus,can drink only in their rooms.
The ban affects fraternities too, and Sigma Pi has already been cited for
violation of the restriction. The day after the ban was issued, Sigma Pi
held a party for approximately 75 students. The fra ternity was charged
with "violating the nonalcohol policy" and faces a hearing next week.
Echo photo by J ennifer Atwood

University of Miami
Miami, Ha.

Debate team vice president Joe Corrigan '97 and president Maylene Cummings '96.

Hundreds of admissions records of primarily first-year minority
law students at the University of Miami were stolen last month.
Officials beleive the theft is an attempt to attack the university's
affirmativeactionpolicies.The recordswere delivered to the university's
student newspaper. The dean of the law school said he hoped the paper
would return the records without publishing them.
Williams College
Williamstown, Mass.

effe ct ive arguing skills
BY MOLLY FRAZIER

The Williams campus is divided over a recent decision to honor Goh
Chok Tong, prime minister of Singapore, with an honorary degree.
While the convocation focused on economic advances in developing
countries, controversy surrounds the Singapore government, which,
according to the Williams Record ,is known for "infringement on human
and academic rights." Seniors met to discus possible methods of display ing their opposition to the award.Q
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the proposal.
Contributing Writer
"In debate one has to construct a
well-organized argument while reThe George E. Murray Debate futing theopposition's arguments,"
Society, though small in numbers, said Corrigan.
serves as an outlet for students to
This year the debate team plans
practice and improve public speaking techniques.
"All it ta kes is
Every week the team competes
practice. It' s
in the Thursday Evening Debate
amazingly helpful in
Series, giving students the chance
to war with words and practiceskillclasses and other
ful argumentation. Debate at Colby
quick-thinking
challenges its participants to think
situations. "
on their feet and take a position on
an issue, according to Maylene -Ma ylene Cummings '96
Cummings '96, president of the
to compete off-campus, as well as
debate society.
The debate society has weekly continuecompetitions against mempractices every Tuesday at 5 p.m. in bers of the Colby team.
"Our main obj ective is to get offpreparationfor the Thursday competitions, said Cummings. The team campus and debate with other
consists of about 10 members. Joe schools,"said Cummings. "Wehave
Corrigan '97 is the vice president and many campus competitions and
Adjunct Assistant Professor of En- speech contests planned, for those
glish David Mills is the sponsor and on the team and others who are
director ofthe team. Theteam issmall interested in debate and public
to start off the season, but in past speaking."There will be a freshman
years has had as many as 25 active speech contest later in the year for
those who would like to try speakparticipants, according to Mills.
According to Cummings, the ing in public and are not involved in
debating style used at Colby is the debate team.
Debate is attractive to students
known as parliamentary debate.
This involves two teams of two; one because it requires continuous, acteam makes a proposal and theother tive thought. "The neatest thing
creates convincing rebuttals against about debate is extemporary speak-
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ing. Thinking on one's feet, totally
unprepared. All it takes is practice.
It'samazingly helpful in classes and
other quick-thinking situations,"
said Cummings. "Debate also gives
you the chance to be heard, uninterrupted for eight minutes. It's such a
confidence boost."
Accordingtodebater Tara Falsani
'98, learning to communicate well
verbally is an essential skill and debate is extremely helpful.
According to Cummings, participants of the debate team find
that humor makes up a great part of
extemporary, or spur-of-the-moment, speaking. The proposals may
be outlandish, but as long as they
are reinforced by effective arguments, they are treated as important issues. Last Thursday's proposal was to instill a "Naked Day"
in the Colby curriculum. Many more
serious issues are addressed in the
debates as well.
"Anybod y interested is welcome to g ive debate a try," said
Mills. According to Falsani, many
students join with little or no experience. Novicesgrow morecomfortable with public speaking as they
practice arguing with no preparation time. "Anyone can learn to debate. All it requires is enthusiasm,"
said Cummings. "They just have to
get into it and get their feet wet."Q

Did y ou ever wonder... ?
Why aren 't there towels and
soap in the residence hall bathrooms?
a 'j :

pensers in residence hall bathrooms. What happened to them?
"It' s more of a cost issue now
t han anyt hing else, bu t when we
Walk into a bath room in any did have [dispensers...students ]
of the residence halls on campus f i lled t he plumbing f ixt ures wit h
and you immediatel y notice an paper /' said Custodial Superviincomp leteness , a lacking of ac- sor Arthur Saw telle.
cessories or ornamentation. No
If the dispensers were reinhot pink soap glowing in plastic s t alled , they would require maincontainers , no shiny pap er towel t en a nce a nd genera te more trash.
dispensers. J ust...the very basics.
"Pe op le used to take advanIt was not always so desolate tage of it" said J ohnston. "Soa p
in the bathrooms. According to would be smea r ed on t he mirr or ,
Paul J ohnston , associate dean for coun t ers , all over. If facilities arc
housing, 1.0 years ago there were going to abused , we'll t ake t hem
li quid soap and paper towe l dis- out. "

Both J ohnston and Sawtelle
said that students have their own
soap and towels. During Parent' s
Weekend and other special occasions Colby puts the items out
for the guests ' convenience.
"This is your home for nine
months , and it would be nice to
have a way to leave things in the
bathrooms , but so far we don 't
have a good rep lacement system," said J ohnston. "If there was
a mounting demand f rom the student bod y, the College mi ght
launch a pilot progra m, but we
haven 't had overwhelming
complaints ."D
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and humbling," said Stu-A Cultural Chair Jennifer Rose '98.
Beverly Colon '96 noteda statement regarding discrimination in
Maine and wished "that something would be done to change it,
since there are students at Colby
who have experienced it... and a
very small population of minorities here."
"I would have liked to have
seen more students taking advantage of a speaker of [Mr. Young's]
caliber who came [to Colby] for
free/' said James Harris '98.
The speech was part of the
Ralph J. Bunche symposium.
Among his accomplishments,
Bunche won the 1950 Nobel Prize
for his efforts in world peace. He
worked closely with Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. and gave the 1952
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an education program, leading
workshops, bringing in speakers
and helping the faculty identify
available software, Diaconoff said.
Two additional support staff members will be hired who are experts in
both computer applica tions and foreign languages, one specializing in
European languages and the other
in non-European tongues.
"There are exiting possibilities
out there,but none of us is an expert
in [the new technology] yet, which
is why we are getting a support
staff," said Diaconoff.
Other plans for the funds include
joint workshops between the CBB
professors, so that they can assess
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software and share in development part of what Mellon is doing with a
planning, according to Goldstein. number of other private colleges,"
Outsiders will be invited to each said Diaconoff. "The goal is to work
college to demonstrate new soft- together and maximize resources."
ware and professors will be able to
At Colby,where over two-thirds
visit other institutions with ad- of the student body go abroad at
vanced technology already in place. some point during their four years,
Faculty will also be given release both students and teachers felt that
time and summer stipends will be the introduction of new technology
available for specific projects, ac- was a positive change.
cording to Diaconoff.
"I think it's very importan t to
"We certainly hope its the begin- know the language because Colby
ning of many projects like this in the stresses going abroad so much,"said
future to bring mutual benefit,"said French major Jen Pope '96. "It will
Goldstein. "It's a real step forward be a good enhancement to the lanfor Maine's three private colleges to guage department."
work together."
"This is a big plus for the lan"[Joint language grants] are a guages," said Diaconoff.Q
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Young attended Howard University and Hartford Theological
Seminary. He later worked in Atlanta as a top aide to Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., during the 1960s
civil rights movement. After three
terms in Congress he was appointed U.S. Ambassador to the
UN by President Jimmy Carter in
1977 and proceeded to serve as
mayor of Atlanta for two terms.
He now co-chairs the Atlanta
Committee for the Olympic
Games, and was appointed by
President Clinton to work on a
$100 million fund for businesses
in South Africa.
Young offered words of advice to Colby students. "Enjoy life
and realize that you can make a
difference. "Q

CBB, continued f romp ag e1
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commiencement address at Colby.
His son attended Colby.In addition
to the symposium, a scholarship
program for minority students at
Colby exists in his name.
Young and Bunche had both
stressed world peace as a goal when
serving in the UN. Colby President
William Cotter,a long timefriend of
Young,was out of town and unable
to attend the lecture. He remembered Young'sbravepush for peace
between Israel and the PLO. "It was
Andrew Young who made the U.S.
start speaking to the PLO as the sole
means to peace," said Cotter.
According to Cotter, Young
changed the United States' relation
with the UN by working at the issues instead of following the precedent of vetoing the resolutions put
before them on controversial issues.
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Arts and Entertain ment

Club exhibits Asian art
BY ANNA GOLDSMITH
StafFWriter

While most of the time the only
permanent thing Colby 's Asian art
collects is dust, Assistant Professor
of Art Ken Ganza and a few motivated students from the East Asian
Club have set out to change that.
By making use of the art
museum'sextensive permanent collection of Asian art, Ganza and club
members have put together a show
called "Asian Art from the Colby Collection." The show will run from
September 22 to October 15 and includes an eclecticmix of media from
the Neolithic period to the present.
In addition to a diverse collection of
ceramics, visitors to the show will
be able to see such techniques as
Japanese calligraphy, Cambodian
painting, Tibetan temple painting
and much more.
"We are so lucky to have these
things, but they don't always get to
see the light of day," said Ganza.
"The idea is to give them some exposure and introduce them to the
public."
The East Asian Club and Ganza
hope that this show will not only
expose students to the cultural richness of the Asian art world,but also
Echo p hoto by Stephanie Crawford
showcase the diversity of Asian culChinese pottery f r o m the new East Asian A r texhibit.
ture at Colby.
"The purpose of the [East Asian
Wing Tarn '95J said that the club erything from ancient tea ceremoClub] is to celebrate diversity of will be celebrating the upcoming nies to dragon dances.
Ganza will be giving a gallery
Asian culture? and we're trying to Moon Festival, and also has dinbring that to campus,"said member ners,cooking demonstrations,mov- talk over Homecoming weekend
ies, and workshops fea turing ev- Saturday, October 14 at 3 p.fri.Q
Michelle Torrens '96.
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"Bro thers McMullen "
provide lau ghs abou t
life , lov e, religion
BY KATYE THATCHER

Mulcah y, Mike McGlone and
Edward Burns. The fact that
Burns , the writer , director and
When you are a good Irish producer was forced to cast himCatholic , you are supposed to self as a main character is a hint
choose one person to be with for at how low-bud get the film rethe rest of your life. Can you ever all y is. The makin g of the movie
be sure , thoug h, that you have itself was a real labor of love and
found the rig ht
a famil y afperson?
fair. It was
jack , Barry
filmed on
and
Patrick
weekends at
McMullen , the
Bums' house
three brothers in
over ei ght
Edward Burn s'
months in ordebut feature
der to accomfilm, "The Brothmodate acersMcMullen" all
tors 'and crew
toy with different
mem b e r s '
answers to that and other con- schedules around their other
founding dilemmas surrounding
jobs, and several members of
the reality of true love, mo- Burns ' famil y were involved.
nogamy, Catholicism and family.
All the hard work and dediBased primaril y on Burns ' per- cation paid off, thoug h, because
sonal experiences , "The Brothers on Thanksg iving of 1994, "The
McMullen" is not concerned with Brothers McMullen " was acHollywood glamour , special ef- cepted into the presti gious
fects or mysticism. It is about the Sundance Film Festival. It rehuman connections that people ceived the top award — the
pursue each day as they piece to- Grand J ury Prize.
gether the puzzle of family, relaThe movie itself is a success
tionshi ps and personal identity. story, and well worth seeing.
"The Brothers McMullen " is a "The Brothers McMullen" opens
romantic comedy that stars J ack at Railroad Square on Friday. Q
Contributing

Writer
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Arts and Entertainment

Beading launches new y ear f or Pe quod
BY LARRY BENESH
A & E Editor

The Peqoud, Colby's literary magazine,
held its first event of the year before a sizable
crowd in the Coffeehouse on September 25.
Sebastian Herbstein '96 and Catherine Torphy
'98 read from their works, and Adrian
Camacho '96 and Mike Branca '96 displayed
artwork.
Herbstein began the evening by reading
from a number of his poems. In his first
selection , "Memories of Summer Camp at
Wingate Farm in Putney, Vermont," the narrator of the poem recalls earlier summer days
and "what it was like to be a watermelon."
Poetry, perhaps more so than other literary media, is often deeply personal.
Herbstein's next group of poems were intro-

duced as autobiographical.
"They were mainly based on stuff that
happened to me in New York City," said
Herbstein.
"Street Poet" told of an encounter with a
man who offers to read a poem for a dollar.
The speaker of the poem instead trades a
cigarette for the lines, and although he can
not decide if the man is an urban Keats, he
does realize that it was "worth one lousy
cigarette."
"Mickey Mantle" and "Big Nick's" were
other poems from the same series.
"Harry's Bar" was about a visit to a bar
in Venice where Ernest Hemingway used
to drink. A memorable line was, "I can't
imagine this place without rain/I don't want
to."
Herbstein finished with his most moving
poem, "No Longer Certain."

"It was influenced by a Frank O'Hara
poem 'The Night Billy Died'" he said.
The poem gave a boy's perspective of his
father leaving his mother, and his reaction is,
"All I could think then was that I already
knew."
Herbstein's reading was both casual and
effective, and his poems were captivating
and easy to listen to.
Torphy read her short story
"Housepainting." The plot centered around
Alice, a college student home for the summer
has to paint her large, old housebecause she
can find no other job.
When the story begins, it is August and
Alice has been painting for months. She has
paint in her hair, she is jealous of her tanned
friends, and she is dreading the most difficult
part of the job — the backbreaking scraping,
sanding and painting under the eaves,which

CLASSIFIEDS
SPRING BREAK '96- SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH & GO FREE!!! Student Travel
Services is now hiring campus representatives. Lowest rates to Jamaica, Cancun,
Daytona and Panama City Beach. Call 1-800-648-4849
SPRING BREAK! TRAVELFREE with SunSplash Tours,Highest commisions.;.. . .
paid, at Lowest prices. Campus Representatives wanted to Sell reliable tours,
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona, Panama City and Padre. CALL FOR FREE
INFO PACK! 1-800-426-7710
***FREE TRIPS & CASH*** Find out how hundreds of students are already
earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with America 's #1 Spring Break
Company ! Sell only 15 trips and travel free !Choose Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan,
or Florida! CALL NOW! TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
(800) 95-BREAK
SPRING BREAK- Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun and Jamaica from $299.00.
Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties, and More!Organize a small group and earn a FREE
trip plus commissions!Call 1-800-822-0321.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Students Needed!Fishing Industry, Earn up to
$3000-$6000+ per month. Room and Board!Transportation!Male or Female. No
experience nece&sary. Call (206)545-4155 extA50691
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up to $2000+/month working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World Travel. Seasonal & full-time employment
available. No experience
For more information call 1-206-634-0468 ext.
¦¦• *¦ ¦¦ ¦ necessary.
:
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TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK - make up to $25-$45/hr. teaching basic
conversational English in Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching backround or
Asian languages required. For information call: (206) 632-1146 ext. J50691
FREE FINACIAL AID! Over $6 Billion in FREE financial aid is now . available
from private sector grants & scholarships. All students are eligible regardless of
grades, income, or parents income Let us help. Call Student Financial Services:
1-800-263-6495 ext. F50691

she has put off all summer. The ocean air
reeks of fish,and Alice is wishing for a power
sander.
The story's catalyst is when Alice f alls off
the ladder. No longer able to work,she tries to
re-enter the social scene that she has lost with
her friends. Instead, she makes some personal discoveries about friendship and hard
work.
Camacho and Branca also displayed some
of their artwork. Camacho showed three dark
paintings. Branca had one colorful circular
wood painting, and another double piece of
wooden work.
The deadline for submissions to the
Peqoud is November 8. Poetry and fiction can
be submitted at the reserve desk of Miller
Library, and art submissions will be accepted
in Bixler. There will be another reading and
open mic night later in the semester.Q

Soupy selections
by Blind Melon
BY ERIN WHELAN
Contributing Writer

Are you hungry? The soup de
jour is Blind Melon. Their new
album, "Soup,"offers a wide variety of music ranging from their
traditional whiny, hard-core alternative tunes to bizarre jazzy
interludes.
They go above and beyond
today's music norms by using instruments that are
not usually associated with similar groups. They
to use a cello, a
flute, a banjo and
even some harmonica in some songs. For a band
that does not have overwhelmingly impressive vocal talents,
they have scored fairl y high instrumentally.
For those who have never been
fans of Blind Melon, do not expect
any miracles. Shannon Hoon has
not lost his annoying whiny voice.
The guitar techniques are similar
to those found on their last album,
so little is left to the imagination.
The most confusing thing about
all of Blind Melon's songs is the
lyrics. They start out with one
point and weave in and out of
ideas that are not connected. The
melody m ay beenjoyable,but once
the lyrics come into play, all sense
of direction is lost.
A few bright qualiti es are hidden beneath the dark side of this
album. The first song, "Galaxie,"
seems to be the most popular in
terms of airplay. It may be following in the footsteps of "No Rain "
from Blind Melon's debut album.
Its repeated p lay will eventually
sway listeners away from the entire album. This is too bad because
"Galaxie" is not one of the best
songs found on "Soup."
"Walk" is one song that it

worth listening to. It uses different stringed instruments with a
flute in the background. It even
has a small interlude played on
the harmonica. The song itself is
not as hard core as some of the
others.
"Mouthful of Cavities," desp ite its bizarre name, proves to
be one of the better tracks as well.
It carries a pleasant tune
complimented by a high harmony
sung by Jena Kraus. The lyrics are
actually somewhat meaningful,which is rare
on "Soup."
"Car Seat"
has a catchy beginning. It starts
off with a jazzy rhythm, and as it
continues,begins to sound almost
like a tango. The fun ends when
the singing stops and a male voice
begins to recite a poem. The words
are hard to hear and the background musicalmost washes them
out anyway. The only redeeming
factor is that a cello and a flute can
be heard in the background.
Another bizarre track that may
bring a laugh or two is "Skinned."
The lyrics make it sound as though
itshouldhavebeenthe themesong
for "Silence of the Lambs." The
musical side includes a kazoo and
also a banjo—both sounds unique
to Blind Melon's usual groove. It
is one of those catchy tunes that
you could end up humming
throughout the day.
A few words of caution: do not
bother with "Dumptruck" or
"Lemonade." These songs are
merely wastes of space and should
not be forced upon the listening
public.
If you appreciate Blind Melon's
style, "Soup "is not bad. But if you
have never enjoyed them before,
do not bother to spend the extra
money on a CD that will not
change your opinion.Q

Language grant opens doors

At a time when programs such as women's studies and
Italian are bein g cut from the curriculum , the Mellon Foundation grant given to Colby, Bates and Bowdoin to expand language programming is a step in the right direction * The colleges
are being offered the opportunity to develop a joint language
program that utilizes the latest technology to enhance comprehension and language skills.
The potential for growth in this program is incredible. Not
only will all thre e of the colleges be able to enhance their own
language programs , they will be able to cooperate and create a
joint language program which will offer more opportunities to
students.
Althoug h the program only covers the development of technological support for the language program , students could
potentiall y take courses in languages that are not actuall y offered at their alma matter. Between correspondence work and
weekly, seminar-sty le language courses , Colb y could almost
double the number of languages , currentl y offered. It would
make possible the stud y of languages such as Italian , Portuguese, Vietnamese , Swahil i and Swedish. Althou gh these may
not seem to be very popular languages now, they would provide
students traveling there a solid base to begin their studies.
This is also a major first step in integra tin g technology into
the curriculum for more than research papers . Not only will the
use of computers reduce the paper trail that language exercises
create , it will open many new channels of information. The
three colleges and the Mellon Foundation are making a significant contribution to joint education.

Getting by with a little help
College is a time of turmoil. The transition from high school to
college, the stress levels involved in attempting to achieve your
academic potential , not to mention the social and personal difficulties involved in making a place for yourself oh this campus , can all
take their toll on all of us. Thoug h many students strugg le to gain
autonomy by working thr ough their problems on their own, for
many of us our problems seem to become too large overcome
without outside help.
As students ' prob lems become more of a burden to shoulder
alone , Colby's Counseling Services is there to lend an ear. This is
especially important in the town of Waterville , where resources
may not be readil y available to students because of lack of transportation and financial difficulties involved in pay ing for counseling.
Unlike outside counselors , Counseling Services offers help from
people who are well acquainted with the difficulties and stresses of
college life and Colby in particul ar.
With all the work and activity of college life, there is not time to
get hung up on perso nal or non-academic problems that can seriousl y harm our mental , physical and academic abilities. If you
think you have a prob lem with something (and usuall y by the time
you realize it, you do), go and talk to someone. One visit may be all
you need to clear you mind. It can only help. We only have four
years at Camp Colby, then it's off the "real world" where problems
intensify, your reserve of friends and people near by who care about
you shrinks and separates and you'll pay $175 and hour for this
service.

Letters

Drinking age promot es irresponsibil ity
Last week I was quoted in the
"Students on the Street" secti on of
the Echo as saying "[I would start] a
club for the abolition of the 21-year
old drinking age." I would like to
expand upon that statement.
First, I would like to make it
clear that I did not say "...wouldn't
you?" as I was quoted—thiswas an
addition made by the editor of the
section. To some, this addition may
make my comment seem as if I am
promoting the drinking of alcohol
— this is not the case. On the contrary, I made my actual remark in
response to alcohol abuse which
occurs at Colby and colleges
throughout the country. After
spending a year in Europe, it is my
belief that the minimum drinking
age laws in the United States only
encourage alcohol abuse. By restricting alcohol to persons over 21, it is
automatically labeled a harmful
drug, instead of a casual drug, which
it actually is, when not abused.
In Europe,I witnessed how alcohol can be a generally positive aspect of culture, and not a destruc-

tive one as it all too often is here. At
university parties in Gewnany, the
company is the main attraction and
not the alcoholicbeverages. In Swiss
night clubs,many teenagers choose
to drink cola although they could
just as easily order a beer. The youth
of thesecountrieshavebeen exposed
to alcohol since their mid-teen years,
in most cases by their parents. This
controlled exposure allows an appreciation or non-appreciation of
alcohol to develop.Those that enjoy
alcohol are able to gain experience
with it,those that do not can abstain
from drinking without the fear of
peer pressure.
At a typical Colby weekend night
party, the appreciation of alcohol
goes as far as the buzz that it is going
to give.This steins from the fact that
most Colby students have never
drank a beer for its taste or to relax
after an exhausting day. The abuse
of alcohol begins at high school parties when teenagers drink as much
as they can since alcohol is otherwise unavailable to them. They are
also exposed to peer pressure which

is all too prevalent during adolescence. When first-years arrive at
Colby and realize that they can have
access to booze relatively easily,
their approach to drinking is automatically abusive
On the Saturday night which I
was writing this letter, I ordered a
pizza to be delivered to my residencehall. I went outside to wait for
the delivery person when I saw two
ambulances parked outside that had
come to care for an alcohol-poisoning victim. When I met the delivery
person, I was verbally, and then
physically harassed by a noticeabl y
drunk college-aged male who insisted that I was not tipping the
delivery person enough.
Althoughit mayseemfarfetched
to some, I like to think that this
binge drinker and this imbecile with
a chip on his shoulder would have
had better things to do on a Saturday night if there were no minimum-agedrinking laws in this country.

I am writing this letter with the
hope that people reading this won't
have to go through the same thing I
did last week.
Last Wednesday morning at 2
a.m. I had an encounter with two of
Waterville's finest policemen. I was
driving home from a friend's room
where we had been watching a
movie. I had consumed no more
than one beer a hour for about three
hours. But the police officers thought
I might have had too many to drink.
I was pulled over halfway down
Mayflower Hill, but was never told
what I was pulled over for. The first
two questions out of the officer 's
mouth were, "Where are you coming from this late at night?" and,
"How much have you had to drink
tonight?" Not wanting to lie to him,
I told him that I had consumed three
beers over the past three hours. I
was told to step out of the car and
was consequently given 15 to 20

minutes of field sobriety tests. After
I successfull y completed each one,
they always seemed to have another
test up their sleeves. After a while it
was obvious they were trolling for a
mistake from me. I didn't make any.
I was then put in the back of the
police car and taken "downtown,"
as they like to say. Meanwhile, my
car is still idling and my wallet is
sitting in my front seat. They would
not get me my wallet before they
took me to the station. Once there, I
had a mug shot taken, and was told
it was only procedure. I then took
thebreathalyzer testtwiceandcame
out with a .01 blood alcohol level.
(According to the Colby handbook,
Maine State Law says that any minor with a BAC of .02 or more will
have their license suspended for one
year.) Accordingly, the policemen
let me walk home with a $50 towing
fee and a warning about "not to do
this again..." Before I left, I asked

why I was pulled over in the first
place; they told me I was driving 37
mph in a 25 mph zone.
My one question is, not to do
what again? Not to get pulled over
and harassed for an hour by two
police officers , one of whom was in
framing? Once it was obvious I was
sober, from their extensive sobriety
tests, why did I need to ride downtown? In order to show the trainee
how things are done?
I'm not writing to speak out
against drinking and driving, I think
we all know our limits and can respect them. What I want to say is be
careful out there, it doesn't take
much to get pulled over and give
the police an excuse to give you s—
. What they did to me was ridiculously excessive, and I wouldn't
want anyone else to have to go
through it.

Before you get behind the wheel...
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Hard hat heaven at Colby
BY DAN MACCAKONE
Staff Writer

Itseemsthateverywherelgothese
days I absentmindedly run into a construction site. Now, I know that we
absolutely need this newScienceCenter, the Multicultural Center and the
new addition to the Art Museum;
they will all benefit Colby for years,
but threebuildings at once? Give me
a break. You can't go anywhere on
campus without worrying that you
are going to get hit by a steelbeam, or
that some random bulldozer will accidentall y start itself up and chase
you all over Mayflower Hill.
Of course, even though I protest
about so much construction, I also
think that if weare going to have a lot
of it, then wh y not go all out? Let's
build a few more dorms. The largest
freshman class in Colby history has
just enrolled. Wouldn't it make jus t a

little sense to be able to house everyone, instead of having some people
live in lounges, under tables in dining halls, and in my close?:? Maybe
thesepeople enjoy knowing that they
have to move all of their stuff to
another room after the first semester.
I remember,just the other day,overhearing a cheerful sophomore exclaim, "Hey, I wish I could change
rooms every week! I love lugging
my clothes, trunk and computer all
over campus! It's a hoot!"
While on the subject of construction, let us not forget the other departments who don't have their own
buildings yet. If the art department
has Bixler, then let's build the "Jerry
Garcia Memorial Center for Music,"
or how about a new woman 's studies building, the "Susan Powter
Building for Feminists." If we're
going to build these structures, then
let's get it over with, and put them

all up at once; then we won't have to
deal with it anymore.
Am I going overboard? Is it too
much to ask to desire to sit in class
without the building shaking every
few minutes from the construction
workers' blasting? I know that
there's nothing I like more than to
be in the middle of a lecture on, say,
the atomic bomb,when all of a sudden, boom, an explosion is heard,
and the classroom rattles around
for a minute. It feels so nice — the
shock value of my heart hitting my
nostrils is quite invigorating.
Plus, how many present students
are actually going to be here once all
of these buildings have been completed? The class of '96 will have had
to deal with a year and a half of
construction on that science center,
and they will never get to use it.
Although, I suppose none of them
see HEA VENon p age 10

Colby craves
Stu-A creativity
BY WHITNEY GLOCKNER
Opinions Editor

The purpose of a student government is to create change that is in the
students' best interest and to act with
and in contrast to the administration
to bring this change about. A perfect
exampleof thiswastheeffortof former
Student-Association(Stu-A)President
Brian Raffetto '95 and Vice-President
JoshWoodfork '97toexpedite the conceptionandbuildingof thePugh Center. They existed in contrast to the
administration, and used their position to bringabout
change.
This
year,
trtingsaredifferent.
We have seen excellent efforts on
the part of Stu-A
and the Student
Activities Office to
bring us big name bands like God
Street Wine and George Clinton, but
Stu-A must act as more than merely a
promoter of bands. The only other
significant thing that Stu-A has been
involvedinwastheScrewYourRoommate poster controversy.
In last week's Echo , Presidents'
Council was reported to have discussed the parking situation on campus, for which Dan Benner offered a
solutionto.IBMusersupportwa:also
discussed. Tom Ryan '96,president of
Stu-A was quoted as saying, "it's a
problem for Computer Services."
If it is a student problem, then it is
a problem for Stu-A.InRyan'saddress
to the college, he spoke of diversity
and littlemore.Diversity in itself isnot
an agenda, it is a goal. An agenda is a
set list of objectives with ideas on how
to make these objectives reality. It is
good that Stu-A is dedicated to diversity, but we need to see a little action.
All the officers are more than capable of doing their jobs.However, it
is clear that one of two things must
happen. Stu-A may be working on
thingsthatthestudentsarenotaware
of. As it is only the end of our first
month back, Stu-A deserves the benefit of the doubt. Perhaps great plans
are being made that the student body
is not aware of. If that is the case, Stu-

Op inions

A needs to improve communication
in order to keep students abreast of
fheirefforfcs. Minutesof thePresidenfs
Council meetings have often been
published in past years.
If Stu-A is informing us of its efforts,buttheresimplyaren'tthatmany
to speak of, then the leaders should
develop and put forth a detailed
agenda to the student body of their
proposed course of action for this
year.
Though it is notoriously hard to
bring about change on this campus
without simply creatinganother committee to fill, there
is not an excuse to
try and make the
best of things as
they are.
Itshouldalsobe
noted that Stu-A
hasexpresseditsintenttons to try and
createanatmosphereofunitybetween
all the clubs that will occupy the new
Pugh Center,but that is a given.Colby
is due for some creative leadership.
If Stu-A is having difficulty in developing ideas to pursue, hereare a
few:
Stu-Acould workwith studentsto
form a protest against the $1000 fee
imposed for students goingabroad on
non-Colby programs.
Stu-A could work with students
and the Women's Club to protest the
possibledisassemblingoftheWomen's
Studies Program.
Stu-A could start a campaign for
the changingof fluorescent lighting in
Miller Library to incandescent. It is
better for your eyesand doesn't buzz.
Stu-A could continue efforts to
make the Spa a place where students
want to go.
Stu-A could work with the Jitney
to provide a Sugarloaf Shuttle for skiers without cars.
Stu-A could try and identify why
students don't participate in activities
on campus, and try to develop more
appealing activities then Screw Your
Rommate dances.
Stu-A could do all of these things.
Stu-Ashouldbedoingsomethingmore
active than it is,but Stu-A is notO

Multicultural students mislead
BY KELSEY MILLER
Staff Writer

Last Thursday and Friday the
first wave of BuncheScholars came
to visit. For those who do not know
what this is, it is an overnight visit
reserved entirely for minority students. This is an attempt on behalf
of theAdmissions Department and
the Colby administration to increase the number of diverse, or
minority, students on campus. Unfortunately, this event tends to set
up a few misleading ideas of Colby.
The first thing that any observant Colby student will notice is
that all of a sudden the campus has
a huge increase in its minority
population. Never have there been
so many different ethnicities or
races sitting in the Spa at one time.
Which is a wonderful thing, and at
the same time,sadly unrepresentative of Colby life. For those Bunche
Scholars who choose to enroll at
Colby next year, life will be nothing like it was this weekend. There
is not going to be a support network of the size that was available;
minority students will face much
more drastic isolation than they

Colby should be
comfortable for all
of its students , and
unfortunately it
does not seem to
be,
realized during their trip.Not even
the information they receive is reflective of everyday life here on the
Hill. The magazine admissionssupplies to minority students shows a
more diverse range of students in
its pages than I have yet to see
walking from class to class. It is sad
that this much fact-bending has to
go on in order to diversif y the community.
Perhaps it is this misleading information that disturbs most minority students when they arrive
here as first-years. But it goes even
further than that. Minority students
are looked at as educators, and as
representatives. They cannot just be
average students, they must fulfill a
special role within the community:
helping others to be more aware
and sensitive,as well as hel p recruit

more minorities to campus. This is
quite a big weight to put on any
community, much less on one
individual's shoulders. Colby
should be comfortable for all of its
students, and unfortunately it does
not seem to be.
Of course, this is all informed
speculation, as I am just another of
the number of the large majority
here on campus. But I have learned
a lot over the past two nights when
one of my roommates hosted a senior from California. My three
roommates and I (four of the most
"white bread" people you could
meet), got to gain a unique perspective from this girl, who is fluent in Spanish and English, has
never seen snow fall, goes to a 3,000student high school with only a
handful of white or African-American students, and is having boyfriend troubles like the rest of us.
She's in the majority at her school,
and is looking at making a huge
transition in coming to Maine. She
has as many problems as the rest of
us even while she is living in a
comfort zone. Must be a scary
thought to come to a place where
she will shoulder additional burdens on top of everyday life.Q

What is your dream fall bre ak?
Will Rose '96
"Staying on the couch all day."

Melanie Puza '99
"I would go skiing in the Alps."

Kari Pearson '99
"I would go exploring in Fiji."

Adam Brown '96
"My dream Fall Break is to rise
up into the heavens and feel the
tremendous humanity drain their
veins upon me as I drink from the
fountain of life."

Melissa Geathers '97J
"To spend a week, work free, in
some exotic country— all expenses
paid with all my friends."
Echo p hotos by Merri ll Duff

Op inions
Independence
p arty 'ur ges' reform

lican Bob Dole.Perofs plans for a
third parry have gotten 46 percent
Staff Writer
support in polls. Support of this
magnitude for an alternative to
Ross Perot , the independent
the two major parties will legiticandidate for president who gar- mize a place tot the new third
nered 19 percent of the vote in the party in the 1996presidential elec1992 election, is back. After host- tion. Whether or not this support
ing a United We Stand America will translate into a contender with
conference this past August in more than a theoretical chance at
Dallas, Perot announced on Sep- being elected president will detember 25 plans to form a third pend on the actual nominee separty. Petition drives have alread y lected by the party and the caliber
been started in some states so that of the ensuing campai gn.
Perot has not elaborated who
the new party can potentiall y be
on the ballot nationwide for the might be included among the
1996 presidential election.
party 's potential presidential
The new par ty is scheduled to nominees. Speculation willsurel y
be named the Independence Party, focusaboutthe potential for Colin
althoug h in some states , includ- Powell to seek the Independence
ing Maine , this is too similar to nomination , or for Perot himself
names of existing parties. In such to launch a second bid for the
states, Perot says the new parry presidency . Perot promised a
will be introduced as the Reform "world class" nominee for presiFatty until name conflicts are re- dent, and also has mentioned
solved. The new party will sup- plans for the party to support conport candidates who pledge to gressiona l candidates that pledge
pursue a reform platform , even if to support the reform platform in
they are affiliated with other par- 1996. However, Perot has not anties. Thereformp latformincludes nounced plans , for the Indepensupport for ethics reforms , a bal- dence Parry to actually nominate
anced bud get amendment , and and run their own candidates in
calls for the abolition of the elec- congressional elections in 1996.
toral college.
In light of the poll numbers
The creation of the new Inde- suggesting the support for a third
pendence Party is a positive step party, the creation of the Indepentowards meeting the American dence Party should be a positive
people 's demand for a choice out- step towards providing a political
side of the two majorparties. Polls system more acceptable to most
indicate that only 26 percent of Americans. Hopefull y the IndeAmericans are happy with the cur- pendence Party will make strides
rent two-party system, and that 63 to accommodate the concerns and
percent would want a third party interests of Americans seeking an
option if the 1996 election pitted alternative to the Democratic and
President Clinton against Repub- Republican partiesO
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BY JOHN DALY

Natural Light cans

$8,99 a case

Pete 's Wicked Red WERE $2.29
22oz bottles:

NOW $ .99++

HEAVEN, continued from page 8
live on campus,sowhy do they care?
If other buildings are put up now,
many of us will not have a chance to
use them either. Granted,buildings
take a while to construct,but let's get
in gear,and let everyone who had to
deal with fenced-off areas, maniac
blow-torches, and falling hammers,

Minimum Hourly Wage $500?!!

You can win $25 for a 3 minute speech
every Thursday at the weekly student
debate in the Whitney Room in Roberts
Union at 7 PM..
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There are hundreds of AmericanInternational schools around the world
seeking graduating seniors and recent graduates to fill teaching or teacher-intern positions for September,.996. SEARCH
ASSOCIATES has recently placed thousands of candidates in such positions.
These schools closely resemble outstanding U.S. public and independent schools,
with strong college prep programs, high
academic standards, motivated and well
behaved students as well as very supportive parents. SEARCH ASSOCIATES WILL
HOLD AN INFORMATION WORKSHOP
AT THE CAMBRIDGE HYATT REGENCY
HOTEL, 575 MEMORIAL DR., ON
SATURDAY, 21 OCTOBER. AT 1 PM
SHARP and will spend the next 3 days
Interviewing. Interested persons should
attend the Oct. 21 workshop and interviews
AND/OR send a resume and S.A.S.E. to:
SEARCH ASSOCIATES, P.O. Box 636,
Dallas , PA 18612
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completeschool,whenyoucan experience the thrill of watching buildings
spring up aroundyou?Hey,Bates and
Bowdoindon'thavethatdaimtofame,
do they?We sure showed them.
Then again, why complain? After all, those orange hard hats are
kind of cute.Q

NO WAY!!

Little Kings Brui n Pale Ale &
Moerlien Lager

Mm > l

come back for a free year to take
advantage of these great facilities.
How doyou think the touring studentsfeelaboutacollegewherehalfthe
building? are in mere skeletal forms?
Wouldn't you have loved to tour a
school whereit looked likethe campus
wasnot even finishedyet?Why goto a

" Romantic and
charming !"
- Kenneth Turan, LOS ANGELES TIMES
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Middlebury narrowly
defeat s men's t ennis Plajr mg in search W abuse
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Sports Editor

The men's tennis team got an
early start to its season this past
weekend at Middlebury. The squad
sent seven players to Vermont to
compete in what was the first of
several matches i
to prepare for the wvrt ^Ww^if
spring season.
The Mules
were without
their top two
p layers , Gerry Perez '96 and
Staunton Bowen '97,who competed
at the New England Division III
Rolex Invitational tournament.
Middlebury sent its top two players to the invitational as well.
The Panthers came out on top in
the end, by a 5-4 final. However,
Colby Head Coach John Illigsaid he
was pleased with the team's perfor-

mance.
The winners for Colby were Don
Quinby '97 at no. 2 singles and Joel
Grossbard '98 at no. 3 singles.
Fumito Miyake'97 was also victorious at no. 5 singles.
The doubles team of Grossbard
and Dave Tedeschi '96 also won to
round out the scoring for Colby.
W^^^ ^^^
"It's very important for the
men'steam to play
in the fall," said
Illig. "It gives everybody an idea of
what they have to work on over the
winter and it helps get people mentally prepared for the springtime
and the main season."
The next competition isthe Bates
Singles Invitational on October 20.
Colby will send Perez, Bowen,
Tedeschi and Grossbard to Lewiston
to compete.Q

Devastator of the Week

BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Sports Editor

It is the middle of a regular
season hockey game. You find
yoursel f with open ice and only
one defender and the goalie to
beat You wait and then shoot,
right into ihe goalie's glove.
You look over after the play is
blown dead and see a teammate /
standing all by himself on the
other side of the net You never
saw him. If you had passed to
him./ he would have scored and
you could have extend your lead
to two goals. Instead you cling to
a one goal advantage. .
Instantl y, you are filled with
regret and disappointment Then
fear takes over. Realizing your
mistake , you head over to the
bench and await the inevitable.
"What are you thinking!?
Doug was wide open! You don't
get many chances like that in a
game. Tha t shot was absolutel y
pathetic! This better not cost us
the game!"
You sit down on the bench
and watch as the dictator (who
some peop le call "coach," oddl y
enoug h) storms to the other end
of the bench , muttering to himself, immediatel y you begin to
compare this outburst to the others you have received in the past
This is worse than the time

WOMEN'S

-

-

Kim Cheah '99

-

__«

1

Ecf io photo by J ennifer Alwood

In only her first year of play ing tennis on May flower Hill, Cheah
has already showed that she is one of the premier players on the East
Coast. She won the Maine State Tournament in singles competition
last weekand crushed the no. 1singles pl ayer fr om Amhers t, the top
ranked team in the East , 6-1, 6-3. Cheah , who hails from Malaysi a,
improved her record as Colby's no. 1 to 5-1 with the two triump hs.
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Rt. 104, Pine Rid ge Golf Cours e, W. River Rd. , Waterville
Mon .-Thurs. 11-8:45 • Fri. & Sat. 11-9:45 • Sun. 11:30-8:45 .
I
Colby
Chinese Buff e t
college
Every Sun day
1
Mon - Thurs. Lunch Buffet
11:30 - 1:30
Mon . - Sat. Luncheon Specials 11-4

ANNA THOMSON '97

SARAH NADEAU '99

In leading the Mules to a fourth place finish at the Codfish Bowl,
Nade a u placed 19th overall and second on the team. She improved
her time by six seconds d espite a la rge hill on t he cour se, and "had
the best race on our team ,"' according to Head Coach Deb Aitken.

WOMEN'S SOCCER DEFENSE

Coming into the game against Amherst last Sunday, t he Mul es
had onl y allowed one goal in four games. The defensive unit
managed to keep the powerfu l Lord J eff offense off the board as
well, until the deciding goal in double overtime.

Anderson-Tyng defeated CheahKleinman 8-5 in the doubles final.
The team's next event will take
place on October 6-8, at the New
England Rolex Division III individual championships at Wellesley.
Colby will send four singles players: Cheah, Anderson, Marum and
Tyng. Anderson-Tyng and CheahMarum will represent Colby in
doubles. The winners ofthe regional
Rolex get an all-expense paid trip to
the Rolex nationals in Boca Raton,
Florida.Q

Tournament. The five teams that
were represented were Colby, Bates,
Bowdoin, the University of Southern Maine and the University of
Maine Orono.
Colby displayed its dominance
over the other schools by pitting
Cheah and Anderson against each
other in the finals of the singles tournament, and the doubles teams of
Anderson-Tyng and CheahKleinman in the finals ofthe doubles
tournament. Cheah triumphed over
Anderson in a 6-2, 3-6, 6-4 victory.
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THIS WEEK'S ALL-MULE SQUAD
At the Bates Round Robin this past weekend , Thomson earned
an All-Tournament award in leading her team to the consolation
round final where the Mules lost to Tufts. Thomson , who ha s
rec en t ly been a ppoin te d th e t eam's second captain , ha d 36 kills over
the weekend.

In your first college practice ,
you. received more of the same.
Coaches screamed at you all day
long, comp laining that you
weren 't getting the drills ri ght
You absorb the tirades as always
and shake your head. "Ifs my
first day of practice and I'm gettingsome ofthe drills wrong. And
you're yelling at me because... "
You Jseep playing the game,
you just loveittoo much. But over
the years, many of your friends
have quit because they couldn 't
handle the constant abuse. If s a
shame they couldn 't have fun
playing sports on account of a
spastic coach.
Then you wonder why some
coaches insist on yelling and
screaming at kids, as if the game
is a life or death situation. Does it
motivate you when someone is
constantl y screaming "You 're terrible!" in your ear? No. It just
makes you angry and frustrated.
You ponder why coaches don't
ive
g a little positive reinforcement
once in a while. A pat on the back
for a greatgameorincredibleplay.
Why they can't merely pull you
aside and tell you when you did
something wrong. You think
about how you would love to play
for this kind of coach, and how
the game would be more fun for
you.
It seems so simple.!--

TENNIS continued from p age 16

for us as a team."
"We were really pumped up for
the match," said Anderson. "Amherst is ranked no. 1 in New England .We know we could have won
the match, and this gives us a lot of
confidence in our performance for
the remainder of the season."
"These victories against Amherst
will guarantee us top seedings at
New Englands [onOctober 20-22],"
said Ulig.
Earlier last week at Colby, the
Mules played in the Maine State
__

you botched a pass in practice , but
even then he knocked over a water
bottle. Butitis much better than the
time your man got away from you
and scored a goal The veins in his
neck were the size of drain pipes.
. You end up winning the game,
which saved you from some real
abuse. But he still yelled at the team
for being inconsistent and distracted.
You are in eighth gra de, and by
this point you are used to such abuse
from coaches. It started when you
were in the fourth grade , your third
year of hockey. Now on the travel
team, this was the big time.
The first time the coach yelled at
you, when you made a bad pass in
the defensive zone and the other
team scored ,you cried. Immediatel y
you began to play differentl y. Normall y you were aggressive and
quick. Now, you were apprehensive.
"I reall y don't want the coach to
yell at me again. I better make sure
I don 't make a mistake ," you
thoug ht
Drive and desire turned into
anxiety and fear. You still loved to
play the game,which kept you coming back to the rink every day. But
you needed time to prepare mentall y for the abuse that came with
every practice and game. Slowly
you had learned to handle it as best
you could.
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To purch ase a reprint of any photo appearing
in the Echo , contac t Jen Atwood in th e Echo
office at 872-3349. The cost is $10 per print.

thwarted again
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Sports Editor

Despite setbacks in this early
season , the Colby volleyball team
keeps on playing tough opponents
with decent results.
This past weekend at the Bates
Round Robin, the Mules played
their way to a 3-3 record on their
way to the consolation championship- Colby lost in the final to Tufts
who "played extremely well," according to Coach Candy Berger.
The contest was decided in two
games, by the close margins of 1512 and 15-9.
Eleven teams entered the competition, and the schools were split
into two pools: one with five teams
and the other with six. Colby was
placed in the pool of six along with
Bates,Tufts,Brandeis,Wellesley and
SUNY-Oswego in New York.
In their first game, the Mules
beat Tufts 15-13, 15-4.
"That was a big win for us,"said
Berger.
Unfortunately, the next two
games against SUNY-Oswego and
Wellesley resulted in losses for
Colby.The team should havebeaten
SUNY-Oswego, but did not play
very well, according to Berger.
The top two teams from each

court."
Thomson played very well this
weekend, earning All-Tournament
honors after tallying 36 kills over
the weekend.
Iva Ilieva '99, a student from
Bulgaria, has "been an offensive
weapon" at her opposite the setter
position, according to Berger. Kelly
Hike '99 has also stepped up as a
first-year player and is playing well
defensively.
The Mules played a key match
against rival Bates last night. Colby
will be looking for its first win in a
matchup that keeps getting closer.
"We needto play defense against
them, they do have a couple of big
hitters," said Berger. "If we consistently serve receive well, we'll be
all-right."
Key players in passing off the
serve are Thomson, Megan
Nicholson '96 and Jackie Bates '98.
This weekend the squad will
travel down to Brunswick for the
Bowdoin Round Robin, which features Amherst, Bridgewater State,
Tufts and the host team. This is the
first time Colby will compete in the
tourney. Formerly, they entered the
Polar Bear Tournament which featured mainly in-state teams. The
Round Robin offers better competition, according to Berger.?

pool advanced to the championship
round, and the no. 3 and 4 teams
moved on to the consolation round.
This put Colby up against CBB rival
Bowdoin in the consolation semifinals.
Earlier in the week, the Mules
crushed the overmatched Polar
Bears 15-8, 15-0, 15-9. According to
Berger, Colby managed to play everyone from the team in the final
game.
In thiscontest,littlewas changed.
The Mules coasted to a 15-11, 15-2
win en route to the consolation finals, where they eventually lost to
Tufts .
The team's play is even more
encouraging considering the loss of
Caroline Ketcham '96, who is out
for the season with a knee injury.
"I think our biggest hole with
her not being here [is] in offense,"
said Berger. "We don't have her
offensive firepower and her leadership skills."
Captain Teresa Tiangha '95 and
Anna Thomson '97 have "picked it
up " since Ketcham's departure, according to Berger. Thomson has
been appointed the other team captain in Ketcham's place.
"She's a very positive person and
she's verbal," said Berger. "She
keeps everyone together on the

BY ELLEN PIGNATELLA
Staff Writer

The Colby field hockey team
endured further disappointment
and frustration last week as it suffered two more losses on the road ,
bringing its season record to 1-5.
Last Wednesday, the Mules
traveled to Wheaton where they
were defeated in overtime by a
score of 2-1. Co-captain Cindy
Kelley '96 scored a second-half
goal off an assist by co-captain
Suzy DeLea '96. Goalie Rachel
Simson '96 played well, saying a
penalty stroke by Wheaton.
Still,the Mules remained unable
to shake their streak of bad luck and
surrendered atthehands of Amherst
on Sunday with a 3-0 loss.
Despite the outcome of last
week's games, Head Coach Heidi
Godomsky saw much to be hopeful about in her team's performance.
"In the last two games, I have
seen the best team and the best
play in my three years at Colby,"
said Godomsky. "Our game
against Wheaton marks the first
time we clicked and p layed as a
team rather than as individuals."
She attributes this transition
to her incorporation of a new sys-

_______

Wakeup and smell tlie coffee. You need a computer to get through school.You need
it to have fun. You need it to cruise the Internet.You probably even need it to do all
those things you need to do to boost your GPA. And now, you can get the Macintosh*
compute.; software and accessories you need and still have the money you need for

your daily intake of bean-based beverages. Because Macintosh Is on sale. Just visit
your authorized Apple reseller today. If you're half as careful about
^
a Mac™ asyou are about order ing cappucci no, you'll take A fw1/-j tSt
home a new kind of power,The power to be your best? lAJ JUJC 'W9,

For all your computing needs visit:
The Macintosh Office at the Golby Bookstore
or call 207/872-3336
Tlease stop by for current pricing & availability on all systems!

Offers cxf>lro October 13, B95.©/j)95<#/o Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, IbeA/iplelogo, Macintosh and "Thpower lo beyour best" are restored trademarks of AppleComputer, Inc. QmlSbopPlusii a registered
trademark ofMindsaipe.
All Macintosh computersare designedto be accessibleto individuals with disability, lb learn moro (US. only), call 800-600-7808 or 777 800-755-0601.

tem of play this season.
"We have moved from a hitand-run style of play to a small
passing game, designed to incorporate all 11players. And while it
has been a learning process for the
team, it will be more effective in
the long run," said Godomsky.
Much of Colby's difficulty has
been due to its inability to follow
through on offense. In their past
three games, the Mules have outshot their opponents and had more
penalty corners.Against Amherst,
the ball remained in Colby's offensive end of the field for the first
25 minutes of play, forcing the
opposition to call a time-out.
"Once we are able to step it up
on offense, we are going to go nuts
with our enormous amounts of
team energy," said Godomsky.
"Our record is nowhere near indicative of our level of play."
Colby 's next opportunity to
come up with a win will be Friday
in an away game against Williams. With a record of 5-0, the
Ephs will be a challenging match,
and they are a team Colby has
never beaten. The Mules will then
travel to Connecticut on Saturday
for a first-time match-up against
Trinity, a team that holds a record
of 4-2.Q
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Woodsmen s, rugby teams set high goals
BY DOUG COMEAU

a certain number of points for the
Staff Writer
place finished and the team with
the most points wins the competition. Ryan said that the overall
Woodsmen 's Team
points do not count in standings
The 1995 Colby Woodsmen's since the league is truly informal
team is filled with many veterans and held for the spirit of competias well as an abundance of rook- tion and victory.
Ryan said that most of the top
ies.
positions
are filled, but he wants
Team captain Aran Ryan '96
maintains high hopes for the up- to strengthen the team to prepare
coming season. The team hopes for next year's run. He also said
to accomplish two goals, accord- that many freshman students and
ing to Ryan. First, they aim to freshman players show up to praccomplete the log cabin started by
the team in the fall of 1994.
Secondly, Ryan wants to be
able to compete with the Canadians for the first time in his career.
Teams from Canada are notoriously strong, and he believes that
the Mules have the added strength
and depth to actually challenge
the mountain men from Canada
this year.
The woodsmen's team practices dail y from 3-5 p.m. on their
practice field behind Roberts. Fall
is the big season for meets, but
the Mules practice through
spring.
Echofile photo by Gretchen Rice
The woodmen's team competes in an informal organization Meghan O'Neil '96 makes a
of teams. A team organizes a meet tackle in a women's rugby
by extending an open invitation match.
towards all of the teams that
would like to participate. When tice dail y, and everyone is always
the meet gets underway, the teams welcome to join at any time.Overcompete in all of the sports a lum- all,Ryan expects a good year from
his teammates and hopes to comberjack would die for.
For instance, a team competes pete with the very best this fall.
in either the six-man or the "Jack
Men 's Rug by
and Jill" categories in teams,
doubles and singles competition.
The events range from chopping
The men's rugby team looks to
trees to tobacco spitting. Other add to the excitement of last seaevents include sawing, fire build- son by p lacing together a team
ing, relay races, fl y fishing and compiled of both veteran leadercanoeing. Every category awards ship and rookie pizzazz. Not only

do the Mules return most of their
starting team of a year ago, they
have also added a crop of firstyear students with playing experience. Captain Derek Cribby '95
is excited for the potential of the
1995 Mules.
"The veterans have molded in
well with the rookie additions to
our starting lineup," said Cribby.
"Now, we just have to prove ourselves in the matches."
Freshman Chris Mayaka adds
the necessary experience a veteran normally possesses and will
start at center. Matt Parke '97
plans to start at the forward position,while two other freshmenwill
also crack the starting line-up by
the end of the season. Cribby said
the team can expect to challenge
for the Northeastern Conference
title.
"We have a very strong shot at
qualif y ing for the upcoming
championships," said Cribby.
This year, the Mules will take
on some of the best competition
in Maine and they expect positive
results. Their upcoming schedule
includes the University of Maine
- Orono, Bowdoin, Bates and the
University of Maine - Farmington.
The biggest games of the year,
according to Cribby, are against
Bates and Bowdoin on October 14
and 21, respectively. He said that
a fierce rivalry has been brewing
between the Mules and Bates.Last
year, the Bobcats escaped with a
victory while their coach helped
out as referee.
This year will be a different
story, according to Cribby. He
claims that the home field advantage and fan support surrounding homecoming weekend will
give the Mules the fighting edge
and momentum to capture the

Echo file photo by Merrill Duff

Drew Minkiewicz '96 is taken down by Peter O'Neil '98.
game and also propel them to the
top of the conference.
The top two teams in the
Northeastern Conference advance
to the national tournament at
Dartmouth.Cribby said that if the
Mules do not qualif y, the team
will send seven players to enter
the seven-man tournament in
Providence, RI the same weekend.
Besides the returning players
and added youth,Cribby said that
new Head Coach Bob Weggler
makes a difference to the team.
The former Amherst coach ,
founder of Cornell rugby, and current football coach at Northville
High School provides the intangibles required for the team to
win. He comes to practice Monday, Wednesday and Friday to
watch his players progress and
also plans on attending every
rugby match this year.
This weekend,the team lost its
first match to UMF. The match
was not indicative of what the
Mules are capable of, according
to Cribby.
"Last weekend's game did not
indicate our actual ability, for two
of our key starters missed the team
bus and could not play in the
match," he said.

Women 's Rugby

Members of the Woodsmen's team work on their cabin.

Echo file photo by Gretchen Rice
'

The women s rugby team, like
the men's team, looks to the new
season with added youth and experience. Co-captain Meg O'Neil
'96 said she is optimistic about
the potential of this year 's squad.
Although the Mules have lost
their first two games, th ey rem ai n
spiriteid. The women also play in
the Northeastern Conference
where^ the top two finishers ad-

vance to the NCAA Champ ionships at Dartmouth. Bob Weggler
performs double duty and
coaches both the men and women
at Colby. He manages to attend
three out of five weekly practices.
"It's a little tougher on our captains to prepare the team the other
two days coach Weggler isn't here.
So far, it has all worked out," said
O'Neil.
Most returning upperclassmen
chose not to participate on this
year 's team, so the squad remains
relativel y y oung, according to
O'Neil. This roster change forces
the Mules to make a different lineup.
"I believe that next year's team
will be able to gel much easier
than this year, for we are a young
team with a lot of returning players for 1996," said O'Neil.
The first two games of the season did not truthfully exhibit the
full ability of the Mules, as new
starters were integrating and
three starters came down with
injuries during the games. As a
result, the Mules will be playing
the next few games without the
services of a few key players.
O'Neil remains optimistic toward the rest of the season. Although the Mules onl y p lay five
games and are probably alread y
eliminated from the championships at Dartmouth, they maintain a positive outlook towards
the final three games of the season.
"We will try pur best for the
remaining games, taking one
game at a time in order to build
for the future and gain respect
ability, " said O'Neil. '_ ' ., ', ' , , ',.
O'Neil said that the two closp
losses will not allow the team to
lose its focus down thestretdh run.Clj
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Cre*team Heefrs
getting strbiiger
BY BOB ELLINGER
Staff Writer

In its third season as a varsity
sport,the men'sand women'screw
team has high hopes for improving on its already successful history.
This year the team is bolstered
by the addition of a new assistant
coach,Trey Haydon. Haydon,who
was an assistant coach at Marietta
College last season,will join thirdyear Head Coach Don Angus on
the coaching Staff.
Though the crew season is split
into fall and spring seasons, the
team remains relatively similar
throughout the year. The major
goals of the fall are to build a strong
technical base and physical endurance in preparation for the threemile races. Spring goals include
faster practices as the crew prepares for the shorter 2000 meter
races.
Last weekend marked the be.
ginning of the fall crew season for
the Mules as they competed in the
Textile River Regatta in Lowell,
Mass.
The men'sand women's novice
eight teams, composed of rowers
with less than a year of experience,
both had impressive first races placing fourth and fifth, respectively,
in 13-boat fields.
The men'sclub eight,composed
of second string varsity rowers,had
a difficult time competing against
other college's varsity boats, placing 19 out of 21 boats.
The women's club eight team,
composed of lightweight women,
raced against heavyweight boats
for lack of a lightweight class and
placed 18 out of 27 boats.
The women'sopen four enjoyed
the most success, finishing third in
a 16-boat race. Finally, the men's
open eight placed fifth out of 13
boats.

During the Dadeville Championship Race last spring, the men's
novice eight crew took a silver
medal after being edged out by
Georgetown at the finish. Many of
these membersnow are part of the
men's open boat.
Last year's success created a
very large crop of incoming freshman with hopes of landing a spot
on the team.
"A lot of public high schools
do not have crew teams," said
women's co-captain Sarah
Kramers '98. "After people come
to college they start up crew because it is something you really
don't need experience in to be on
the team ."
Nevertheless, a strong person
is needed to withstand the grueling, early-morning practices and
races in order to get anything out
of the sport.
"Crew is a sport where you are
very dependent on your teammates because unity is the most
important thing," said Kramers.
"The entire crew has to be on the
same level mentally and physically."
"It is not the physical, but the
mental demands which are most
difficult," said Sara Scarborough
'98. "In a race it is the power of our
focus which determines our success. When we get in a rhythm it is
awesome; it is worth every callous, every drop of sweat, every
lost hour of sleep."
While the results of the fall season are important, Angus said he
sees it as preparation for the championship season which comes in
the spring. At Dadevilles, the nationwide championship, Angus
hopes that the squad can bring
home more medals than last season.
This weekend the team travels
to Middletown,Conn., to compete
in the Head of the Connecticut
regatta.G
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BY LARRY BENE SH
Staff Writer

The women'scross country team
competed in the Codfish Bowl on
the tough course at Franklin Park in
Boston last weekend. Despite a disappointing race for top runner Liz
Fagan '97, the Mules managed to
secure fourth p lace in a field that
included three Division II schools.
"Overall it was a good meet,"
said Head Coach Deb Aitken.
UMass-Lowell, a Division II
school with a strong running tradition,finished first in the meetwith 52
points. Brandeis was next with 62
points and Tufts placed third with a
point total of 69. Colby's 106 points
was good for fourth place, and the
next nearest competitor was Division II Bentley with 215 points. A
sizable point gap separated the rest
of the field from the top four teams.
The Mules'biggest problemwas

Penalty shot s costly for Mules
BY BOB ELLINGER
Staff Writer

The 2-4 record of the men's soccer team really isn't a true indicator
of the team's ability, according to
Head Coach Mark Serdjen ian.
The Mules have lost three games
to tough New England teams, the
latest being last Saturday's 3-O.loss
to second-ranked "Wheaton.
Unlike their recent losses to
Tufts ; and Middlebury, the Mules
found themselves quickly out of
the game at Wheaton. In the first 10
minutesof the contest Wheaton was
awarded two penalty kicks, placing both shots into the net and putting the Mules in a hole from which
they could not climb.
"If a referee is going to take a
team out of the game, that is how to
do it," said goalie Graham Nelson
'98. "After 10 minutes we were two
goals down and I thought that we
wereout-playing them tothat point."
"Those two goals took the wind
rig ht out of our sails," said
Serdjenian. "It 's extremel y toug h
to come back from a two-goal deficit, especially against such a good
team. "
Wheaton continued to keep
pressure on t he Mules, playin g a
t ough but clean physical game, according to Serdjenian. In the second half the Lyons netted their third
goal, an impressive shot from 14
yards to finishing the scoring.
"The third goal was put in just
about the onl y place where the net
was uncovered ," said Nelson. "It
was a reall y an exceptional shot. "
"Despite the two penalty kicks
early in the game, Wheaton was
still a goal better than us," said
Serdjen ia n. "Unfor t una tely thebetter team won that day. "
Despite the loss to Wheat on, the
Mules did not go through t he week
without a victory. On Wednesda y
the Mules crushed the visiting Universit y of Southern Maine, 8-1.
"USM is going through some
toug h ti mes. They came la te and
onl y had 13 players ," said
Serdjen ian. "It is easy sometimes to
play down to the level of the opponent, bu t we d idn't . Everybody got
a chance to play and I t hought we
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an unexpectedly strong showing by
"This course had a substantial
team.
the Tufts
hill, and Nadeau improved her time
"Tufts beating us was a surprise from last weekby six seconds which
for us," said Aitken. "It was not is pretty incredible," said Aitken.
"She had the best race on our team."
Only two secondsbehind Nadeau
"Tufts beating us
was Farrell Burns '98,the third Colby
runner to cross the finish line. She
was a suprise. "
secured 20th place,and freshman run-Head Coach Deb
ner Amy Montemerlo was 26th with
a time of 20:02. Co-captain Heather
Hunt '96 was only 10seconds behind
what we expected, but they had a her with a 29th place finish.
great race."
This weekend both the men's
Pagan's race was also a little sur- and women's teams host the Maine
prising. In her previous meet,Fagan State Meet, which begins at 12:45
had placed fourth overall,while this p.m. Saturday. Nine schools from
week she fell back to 12th with a Maine will participate, including
time of 19:28.
powerhouse Bowdoin and a strong
"She came out a little too fast, Bates team.
and in the third mile she couldn't
"Bowdoin is currently ranked
sustain it," said Aitken.
seventh in the nation and they
Colby's other runners continued shouldhave apretry easy win,"said
to improve. Sarah Nadeau '99 fin- Aitken. "We have our eyes set on
ished second for the team, and 19th Bates, and hopefully capturing secoverall, with a time of 19:41.
ond place."?

Echo photo by Gretchen Rice

Nixon Al-Bassam '96 goes up for a header.
played pretty well. Unfortunatel y
it was not a tremendous learnin g
experience for the team. "
Marc Small '96 had two goals in
t he game while Tyler Walker '96,
Simon Dalgleish '96, Ross McEwen
'99, Mike Child '97, Nizar AlBassam '9 7 and Soren Pet ers '97
each found the back of the net.
McEwen al so t allied t hree assist s
and Andy Young '98 added two of
his own.
"The game against USM was
good beca use we needed a game to
improve spirits and have some fun;
w e really n eeded t o w in," said
Nelson.
The Mules hav e run int o some
of N ew England' s finest soccer
teams ea rly in the season, mak ing
it difficult for the young team to
mature.
"In each game there has been a
few minutes where the tea m has
broken down and the other team
took advan t age of it," said Nelson.
"We were hoping we would mature in these losses but at the same

I
time
we're hoping that we learn
1how to win. "
"I think it would be hard for the
i
seniors
to dea l with losing after bei partof the winnin gover the past
ing
1three seasons," said Serdjen ian. "But
the
I attitude has remained good and
tI he team has responded well. They
; ll know th at we have a lot of games
sti
lef
1 t to go."
Tuesday t he Mules t r aveled to
p
] lay the University of Maine at
1Farmington and this Saturday the
1 m travels to play Cla rk.
tea
"UMF and Clark are not the
s m e ca te gory of t eams as
sa
1 iddlebury , Tuf t s, and Whea t on.
M
These t eams w ill show act ually
wha t caliber of team we are," said
Serdjeni an.
After this week we hope we
can come out with good spir it s a nd
a .500 record," said Nelson.
The Mules ret urn to their more
d i fficult schedule b y h ost ing
Amherst, another undef eated team
ranked in t he top 10, at 4 p.m. on
Monday .Q

Woodsmen 's team,
rugby previews.
See page 15.

Amherst hands
women's soccer first
loss in double OT
BY PETER FELMLY
Contributing Writer

The Colby women's soccer program continued its trend of p laying well this fall, and came away
with a win and a close loss in this
past week's games.
Thursday Colby met Wheaton
CollegeinNorton,Mass. The Mules
entered the game hoping to remain unbeaten in the month of
beptemoer.
Their dreams
were fulfilled
when they
outplayed the
Lyons to a 3-0
victory and
raised their
record to 4-0.
"We came
out strong," said Head Coach Jen
Holsten. "We were also happy that
we avenged last year's upsetting
loss."
Just three minutes into the
game, Kara Marchant '97 streaked
down the left side of the field and
let loose a bullet that evaded the
Wheaton goalie and found the back
of the net. Later in the second half,
Danielle Bolduc '99 broke away
from the pack near midfield and,
according to Holsten,"finessed the
ball into the back of the net."
With about 13minutes elapsed
in the second half, Sarah Eustis '96
closed out the scoring with a shot
that ricocheted off a defender 'sfoot
and slipped past the Wheaton
goalie.
The Mules' defense frustra ted
Wheaton the whole game and the
Lyons managed only eight shots,
Goalkeeper Heather Garni '99

played well again for the Mules,
saving six shots and keeping
Wheaton scoreless. Colby, on the
other hand, kept the pressure on
all game with 18 shots.
Sunday the Colby squad
played a strong Amherst team,
which had just come off a very
emotional loss to undefeated
Bowdoin the day before.
"Amherst came out strong, but
we managed to hold them," said
Holsten.
J. or yu minutes
the play went back
and forth, but neither team managed to put the ball
in the net. In the
first overtime period the play remained even.
With just under two minutes played in the second overtime period, an Amherst
midfielder made a pass through
the Colby defense to the wing.The
Mules expected an offsides
whistle, but it never came. By the
time they had realized that was
going to be no call,there were two
unmarked Amherst players in
front of the Colby net ready to
knock in a pass from the wing,
Although the Mules outshot
Amherst 16-14, they lost the emotional 1-0 game.
"It's a tough loss. We're now
regrouping for Bowdoin on
Wednesday," said Holsten.
The Colby squad will need to
be ready onWednesdaywhenthey
play the undefeated Polar Bears
(6-0). At 4-1 on the season, the
Mules are, according to Holsten,
"confident [and] feeling good
about ourselves."Q

Mules dominate state meet,
lose close match to Amherst
BY JOEL GROSSBARD
Contributing Writer

The reward for the Colb y
women's tennis team's efforts so far
this season has come.
The rankings for Division III
teams in New England were announced last week and Colby found
itself sitting pretty at number three.
The only two teams ahead of Colby
are Williams at two and Amherst at
number one. This set the stage for
Saturday's clash between Colby and
Amherst.

Colby came into the match with
a perfect 4-0 record and was prepared to do battle on a very talented
Amherst squad's home court.
For the first time this season,
Colby lost a doubles match. On this
day, they lost all three doubles
matches to three talented Amherst
doubles teams. The Mules found
themselves in an unusual position,
winless after doubles competition.
"They definitely outplayed us in
doubles," said Head Coach John
Illig.
Down 3-0going into singles play,
Colby would need to win five out of
the six matches to take the team
win.
At no. 1 singles, Kim Cheah '99
breezed past the number one player
from Amherst, by the scores of 6-1
and 6-3. Previously, the Amherst
player had beaten the no. 3 ranked
player in the nation in Division III,
which made Cheah's easy victory
even more impressive.
Jessie Anderson '98 continued

Echo p hoto by Merritt Duff
Rachel Kleinman '96 hammers a forehand in Maine State Meet.
her excellent play at no. 2 singles by
beating her opponent 7-6, 6-3. This
improved her flawless record to 5-0.
Co-captain Rachel Kleinman '96,
playing at no. 6 singles, had never
beaten an Amherst player in her
career at Colby until Saturday.
Kleinman came back from one set
down and one break to defeat her
opponent in a thrilling third-set tie
breaker. The score of the grueling
match was 2-6, 6-2,7-6.
"This was my first win against
an Amherst opponent ," said
Kleinman. "It was very exciting and
satisfying for me."

At no. 3 singles, Meghan
Flanigan '99 lost her match in
straight sets to a tough Amherst
p layer. Courtney Marum '96 suffered her first loss of the season at
no. 4 singles. At no. 5 singles, Heidi
Tyng '99 also suffered her first defeat of the season, but did not go
down without a fight. She lost 7-6,
3-6, 4-6 in a three-set marathon.
"This is a monumental showing
for us as a team," said Kleinman.
"Last year we only managed to win
one match against Amherst,and this
year we won three. It is a large step
see WOMEN'S TENNIS on p g 12

Middlebury gives Colby football 41-24 beating
BY RYAN MAYHU GH
Sports Editor

Time for a reality check.
After winning its first season opener in two decades over
one of the premier teams in NESCAC, the Colby football team
quickly became a victim in a 41-24 thrashing at the hands of
Middlebury Saturday. The last time Colby's defense gave up
that many points was in 1991, when Tufts racked up 42. The
loss was the Mules' second in their last 16 games.
The story of the game was the Panthers offense and, more
specifically, quarterback Scott Pokrywa. He was 14 of 22 for
154yards and three touchdowns in the air,adding 90 yards on
17 carries.
"He had quite a day,"said Head Coach Tom Austin. "We
just didn 't do a very good job keeping him under control."
Middlebury ended the day with 444 total yards of offense,
with 242 yards coming on the ground. The Panthers showed
a lot of one and two-back formations and did not run the
option as much as they have in the past, according to Austin.
"Everybod y wasn 't taking the appropriate gap," said
Austin. "We didn't keep our pass-rush lanes."
Colby found itself down from the beginning. Middlebury
scored a touchdown on its first possession, and the Mules
countered with a drive to the four yard line. They could not

punch the ball over the goal line, however, and had to settle
for a field goal.
At halftime, the score was 14-3 in favor of the Panthers,
and they scored early in the third to make it a 21-3 advantage.
A 22-yard P.J. Matson '97 pass to Jerrod DeShaw '97 on a
fourth-and-two situation brought the Mules back into the
game.
Howev er, Middlebury scored yet another touchdown to
once again amass an 18 point lead. The Mules bounced back
with a 93 yard drive which ended on a one-yard touchdown
by fullback Don Gage '99. Lawaun Curry '97 hauled down a
36 yard pass to put the Mules on the one. A two point
conversion brought the score to 28-18.
Once again, the Panthers were able to drive down the field
and find the end zone and put the game all but out of reach.
Colby 's Kevin Thurston '98 scored on a seven yard run to
close out the scoring for the Mules.
"Th roughout the game we really created a lot of secondand-long and third-and-long situations,which [Middlebury]
responded to," said Austin.
Captain Brad Smith '96 missed his second game at the
fullback position due to a pulled hamstring, and his absence
showed. The Mules managed only 76net yards rushing in 37
attempts.
"We aren't there y et in terms of putting together our
running game, which is critical," said Austin. "It will cer-

tainly be a focus this week."
Matson had another solid start at quarterback. He was 22
of 38 for 265 yards and a touchdown. DeShaw pulled down
five passes for 56 yards, and the fullback tandem of Gage and
Mark Thompson '99 caught nine balls for 94 yards.
Linebacker Andy Drude '98 led the Mules defensively
with 14.tackles, and fellow linebacker Jon Parker added 12 of
his own. Strong safety Tom Beedy '97 had eight tackles and a
sack. Linebacker Jason Jabar '96 sat out with a sprained ankle.
Colby will travel to Wesleyan this Saturday for its third
game of the season. The Mules won last year's contest 28-14,
and the Cardinals ended up with a 2-6 record in 1994.
Wesleyan beat Middlebury 28-20 in the first game of the
season,but suffered a 35-3 trouncing at the hands of Hamilton
Saturday.
"They're a very aggressive outfit," said Austin. "The key
thing is to bounce back from our embarrassment a coup le of
days ago and get ready to go."
The Cardinals have changed from the Wing T to an I attack
on offense. Their big play man is senior running back Dave
Cottrell, who gained 75 yards on 19 carries against Colby last
y ear.
Defensivel y Wesleyan uses a 52 scheme, in which they
have "endless pursuit," according to Austin. The Cardinals '
key player on the defensive side of the ball is free safety Mark
McAleenan.Q

